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１ Labeling scheme



（１）What is Labeling Scheme?

• Sustainable food supply
→FSC, RA, MSC, FT etc.

① Standardization
② Certification 
③ Labeling

• →to provide  traceability
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① create ”ethical market”
Labeling scheme didnʼt inhibit pursuit of self-interests but 
rather incorporated environmental and social considerations 
into self-interests (Zadek et al. 1998; Vogel 2005).

② incorporate externalities into market
Market, self-interest, and economic rationality are all 
embedded into social institution, therefore they can be often 
change following the social environment.

（３）Market-based governance



２ Sociological view



（１）Social system theory

■ Shared meaning model（Parsonsʼ system theory）

・ Parsons（1937）regarded “shared meaning” and “moral 
commitment” as condition of society.
・People would internalize social norms through their learning 
and society would be controlled by their conforming to norms.
・Environmental and social considerations meant to inhibit the 
pursuit of self-interest in the market.



■ Structural coupling model（Luhmannʼs system theory）

・Luhmman（1984） described the social system as a complex of 
sub-system having a different meanings.
・Luhmann assumed an “autopoietic system” which consist of 
structural coupling of each autonomous sub-system. 
・Structural coupling means that even though it seems to be the 
same act, it is done in different ways.
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・Additional value ・Stable income
・Strengthening competitiveness

・Development of niche markets  ・Pursuit quality and taste 
・Food security ・Social legitimacy and prestige

・Specialty coffee （Gourmet） ・Branding strategy
・Securing stable suppliers

・Risk management, ・Corresponding customer needs
・Corporate governance

・Lifestyle  and Creativity ・Good quality and taste
・Ethical consumerism
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The formation of the global coffee supply chain as structural coupling  



Credibility as an added value 
Credibility of the certification become added value and 
therefore, each labeling organization make effort to enhance 
their credibility .

→getting the ISO65, enhancement of standards and so on...

→Market competitions promote environmental and social 
considerations.



３ Contradiction



Invisible costs
• Increasing of credibility can cause a decreas farmerʼs 

accessibility to sustainable production because the ISO 65 
standards were too high for many poor coffee farmers to 
maintain. 

• Small-scale farmers who canʼt pay the cost cannot help 
abandoning to maintain certification(Sams and Fairly 2009).



The case of Nicaragua (Valkila 2009)
• Fairtrade certified coffee that is also certified organic is 

increasing, making fairtrade-organic the most popular 
"double certification" in recent years.
• Farmers came to be required to keep so strict standard that 

only some people came to be able to deal with it.
• Added value strategy cause added cost for farmers.

→Fairtrade certification excluded small-scale farmers for 
enhancement of their competitiveness.



Contradiction as a market failure

• We can describe such problems not as a lack of moral 
commitment but as a lack of structural coupling.

→No one here intend to exploit or deprive.
→ The essential problem is that negative externalities are not 
fully incorporated into the market. 



Solution？
① Certification of the certification of the certifications
・We should construct the new system which can incorporate 
ISO 65 in the market.
→But we would need to certify it after all.

② Partnership-type trade
Partnership-type trade consist of face-to-face relationship and 
be established independently from the global supply chain.
→ But its effectiveness seemed to be limited due to its locality 
and high cost.



Conclusion

1 Labeling schemes as a platform

2 Sustainable supply chain as a series of  structural coupling 

3 The problem of labeling schemes as a lack of structural 
coupling
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